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Complete  -  these sentences so that the new ones have the 

similar meaning . 

1- Reading English stories was believed to increase our skills of English. 

Linguistics believed ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- Visiting relatives is thought to have been a great habit.  

Sociologists --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3- Having a good health is always thought to be the reason of having a good 

moods .  

Doctors think  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4- Revising our lessons was known to make us always prepared for our exams. 

Teachers ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

5- Meeting up frequently by the manager and his head of branches is thought to 

be beneficial for the company. 

Managerial experts think --------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

1- It is thought that the man has stolen the car.  

The police ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- It was believed that the reason of the war was murdering the prime 

minister of the country.  

Negotiators believe ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

3- It is said that the kids are always crying .  

The nurse ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4- It was pretended that the ministry of education will change the education 

system in Jordan .  

Experts ------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5- It is thought that the employee was absent.  

The boss ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Complete  -  these sentences so that the new ones have the 

similar meaning . 

1- The explorers believe that the castle was for wars. 

 The castle----------------------------------------------------------. 

2- The headmaster thinks that the student will not make it . 

 It ---------------------------------------------------------------------. 

3- The municipality council says that the village is great. 

 The village ---------------------------------------------------------. 

4- The delegation member believes that the reason was 

misunderstanding between the two sides .  

 The misunderstanding ------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

5- Doing sudden checks on the factories is thought to be helpful  

 The inspector said -----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.  

6- The head mistress believed that the girl had been absent.  

 It --------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

7- The police think that the car have been stolen yesterday .  

 The car ------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

8- Making too many mistakes was thought to be bad habit.  

 Psychologist------------------------------------------------------------------. 

9- It was claimed that the floods were because of an earthquake. 

 Scientists claim ------------------------------------------------------------.  

10- The doctors said that they had checked the patients.  

 It ------------------------------------------------------------------------------.  
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Rewrite these sentences so that the new ones have the similar 

meaning. Using the third conditional sentences.  

1- I hadn’t maintained my car so that I didn’t go on picnic. (could, ,if) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

2- They had applied earlier for this job so that they got it .(not ,would) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

3- They had arrived late so they didn’t meet the manager. (would,if) 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

4- They lost the match because they hadn’t prepared for it.(could ,not) 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

5- The ministry of education made the exams early . because there wasn’t  an 

enough  time .(could,not) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

 

6- The schools in Jordan start one year earlier than schools in Britain. 

 Britain ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

7- Math is more popular than English.  

 English ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

8- Sami drinks coffee more than Ali.  

 Ali ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

9- Sami visits his mom more than his sister.  

 Sami ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.  

10- I buy cars more than buying vans  

 Cars ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

11- The workers in my factory work one hour shorter than your workers.  

 Your workers --------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
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12- Rama visit laila more times than Ameera.  

 Rama -----------------------------------------------------------. 

13- There isn’t a girl as popular as she . 

 She --------------------------------------------------------------. 

14- Jordan imports cars less than vans  

 Jordan ----------------------------------------------------------. 

15- Students study English less than math .  

 Students -------------------------------------------------------.  

16- Lama is more elegant than Rama .  

 Rama -----------------------------------------------------------. 

17- The trainee isn’t as professional as his master.  

 The trainee----------------------------------------------------. 

18- Young people apply for administrative works more than field works. 

 Not ---------------------------------------------------------------------------.  

19- Sami applies for administrative works more than field works. 

 Not ----------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

20- Sami visits Ali more than Sameer.  

 Not  

Complete each of the following sentences.  

1- Does the man work hard? 

Do you know --------------------------------------------------------------? 

2- Do the charities donate orphans always?  

Do you know---------------------------------------------------------------.? 

3- What is the name of the girl?  

Could you tell me ---------------------------------------------------------? 

4- When did you arrive?  

Do you mind ---------------------------------------------------------------? 

Where is the nearest coffee here ?  

Could you explain---------------------------------------------------------?  

5- Have you seen Ali yet?  

Do you ----------------------------------------------------------------------? 
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Correct the verbs between brackets . 
1- Water evaporates if you --------------------------------it  till 100c(heat) 

2- If I had met the boss ,I ------------------------------ him all about . (tell ) 

3- If I saw the boss ,I -------------------------------------him all about . (say) 

4- If you help me ,I --------------------------------------------------you . (help)  

5- If you wake up early ,you --------------------------------- the bus.(catch)  

6- They wouldn’t have succeeded if -----------------------on it .(not,work) 

7- If you come ,I ------------------------ happy.(be) 

8- You will finish it early if you ------------------early . (start) 

9- ------------ If you buy that house ,you won’t move in .  

(even , unless , as long as )  

10- ----------------- you work hard ,you won’t get the promotion .  

(unless ,even . while ) 

11- If anyone drives fast there ---- an ability to make accident. (be) 

 

12- If she -------------- at her work ,her boss wouldn’t be angry.(be) 

 

Complete the short question tag in the following sentences.  

1- No one has a car .-------------------------------------------?  

2- She has to finish early . ------------------------------------?   

3- They haven’t seen him yet --------------------------------?  

4- I will go by now ----------------------------------------------?  

5- We will end that case --------------------------------------?  

6- No one is ready for that -----------------------------------?  

7- She never visit laila.------------------------------------------?  تذكر ظروف التكرار النافيه ( 

8- The ministry of education will start the exams in the beginning of next month 

. -------------------------------?  

9- She rarely starts at 7 o’clock . ----------------------------?  

10- They didn’t come last week. --------------------------------? 

11- They don’t have to speak loudly .---------------------?   
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Correct the verbs between brackets . 

1- Many new hospital have recently -------------------------------- . (built) 

2- Any modern city-------------------- well by the government.                     

                                                                                   (organize) 

3- It ------------------- done lately. so any one can visit it .(be) 

4- Homoeopathy ---------------------------------- nowadays (be,treat) 

5- What ------------------------------ to the mosque last week.(be,make) 

6- what ------------------------------ at the moment to the house ?(be ,do) 

7- English --------------------------- in Britain. (speak) 

8- Donations ------------------------------- to the orphans yet. (not,give) 

9- Our parents are ----------------------- by the sons . (look after) 

10- The rooms in my school ----------------------------- now .(be,paint) 

 

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets 

1- Before you apply for a job, check that you have the correct --------------      

(qualify) 

2- The company is pleased with your work and is happy to give you a 

___________. (recommend)  

3- Congratulations on a very ______________ business deal. (succeed) 

4- We should always be ready to listen to good __________. (advise) 

5- My father often talks about what he did in his _________. (young) 

6- It’s important to have an__________ of different countries’ customs. 

(aware) 
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Read the text and complete it using the correct form of the words in 

brackets at the end of each line. 

1- Entrepreneur: A word meaning someone who sets up a business. In the 

middle east today, entrepreneurship is _____________ important 

(Particular) among young people, because of the ________ (Compete)job 

market.  

 

2- It is important to give young people the ___________________ (Know) so  

           That they can help themselves If they cannot find jobs, they can create their 

own and then , _____________,(Ideal) generate jobs for others. 

 

3- an____________ (organize) have been set up to guide young people 

through the process of business _______________ (create) 

4- There are training courses and programmes to support this cause. 

Universities in the region have started _______________ (teach)   

entrepreneurship courses to students. Even large  

________________(Business)   Now support entrepreneurs.  

   

5- The common philosophy is as follows: give young people the opportunity to 

create their own companies so that they can have control over their own 

___________________(economy) future. 

6- In the Middle East, it is a ____________ (critic) learning experience for 

young people.                 

Choose the correct option in brackets to complete the following 

sentences.  

1- The graduation ceremony was a very ---------------------- occasion for everyone .  

                                                                                                                        (Memory) 

2- Nuts contain useful ------------------- s such as oils and fats            ( nutritious ) 
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Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in 

brackets .  

1- One of most important things that we give children is a good ------------ 

.(education) 

2- If you work hard, I’m sure you will ------------ . (success)  

3- Congratulations. Not many people ----------- such marks .(achievement) 

4- My father works for an -------- that helps to protect the environment 

.(organize) 

5- It’s amazing to watch the first ------------ of a baby in the first year of 

life.(develop)  

Copy and complete this table. Then choose the correct form of the 

corresponding words in the table to complete the sentences.  

 

Verb  Noun  Adjective  

Experience   يختبر Experience   خبره Experienced   خبير 

Dominate   يهيمن Dominance   هيمنه Dominant   مهيمن 

Depend   يعتمد Dependence   اعتماد Dependent   معتمد 

Repeat   يعيد Repetition   اعاده Repeated    معاد 

Correct   يصحح Correction   تصحيح Correct   صحيح 

1- Have you had any ----------------------- of learning another language? 

2- Is one side of the brain more ----------------------- than the other?  

3- Whether or not you remember something that you have learnt in the 

past  

---------------- on the experience you had while you were leaning it.  

 

 

 


